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The Legal Problems.oi the Aged
by Georgia Springer
growing urbanization and cent standard, one loses
• Trial companionate
isolation of the older Amer- eligibility for various benemarriage for those over ican population, today's , fits, the cost of which on
'sixty-five
American elderly are, in a the open market again
• Combination
legalsense "pioneers" or in less pushes one into subsistpsychiatric services for the euphemistic terms, "guinea ence standard of living.
elderly
pigs" in new groundbreakIronically, while more
• Legalization of the right' 'ing social policies and gov- persons live longer and in
of terminally ill or aged per- emment programs.
better health, retirement is
sons to refuse medical,
While the common de- encouraged and even forced
treatment
nominator of nearly all per- ,by mandatory retirement
• Women's liberation for sons past sixty-five (wheth- policies and by full pension
the generation of grand- er they are lawyers, teach- benefits beginning earlier
,mothers
ers, tradesmen, or day than age sixty-five. This
• Abolition of mandatory laborers), is a drastic cut in early retirement aggravates
retirement policies
income, the aged as a the income problem and
These are just a few of group are as diverse as the accounts for the boredom
the controversial and inno-, rest of society, if not more and isolation
of large
vative ideas presented at so in the solidification of number of older persons
the Conference on Lawand their lifestyles over the
.'
the Aging, March 29-30, years. Differences exist in . Also, a growmg problem
sponsored by Syracuse age; cultural background, I~ the huge n~mber of poor
University Law School and income level, race and per- smgle and wldo~e.d older
the All-University Gerontol- 'sonality.
Yet the biggest women who, out-I~vmgmen
ogy Center. Lawyers, social single problem for most el-, by an ~verage of !Ive years"
workers, physicians, law derly is indeed economic: have .1Itt1eor ~o Income or
professors, independent el- income maintenance and pension benefits. Only b~derly persons, community the effect of inflation upon cause ,?f 1972 ~hanges m
organizers, legal services fixed income.
th.eSocla~S~cunty laws are
attorneys, and students of,
Ironically, while recent ~Idows entitled to the en- '
several disciplines partlcl- Social
Security
law tlrety, of a. deceas~d huspated in an informative ex- changes have built in an b~nd.s Social Secunty ben- family ties between older necessarily a valid predictor
change on the topic, one automatic benefit increase eflts.
parents and children are as of attitudes,needs,and inrelatively untouched by corresponding t~ t.~erise In
-An additional problem is' strong if not stronger than come, even though the catsocial actlvlsts and legal the cost , of, !Iv~ng",·.the the changing family struc- at the turn of the- century; , egory of those over' sixtytheorists until very recently. present
Adrnlntstratton
ture in the U.S. More gener- 'in spite of social changes five may be useful for idenYet growing numbers of uses high~r inco~e ben~- atlons, more spread out' and mobility causing more tification of' certain probaged persons in the U.S., -flts to justify cuts m previ- geographically,
create
fluctuation in these ties.
lems widespread among
22 million in 1970, are the ously existing government problems of isolation, of
Policy considerations in this group? Who speaks for
result of lower infant mor- benefits, l.e., the sharing older persons and their creating
programs and older Americans?
tality rate, increasing ton- of hospital payments under greater dependence upon shaping -attltudes to deal
Repeatedly stressed as
gevity, and improved medi- Medicare, the food stamp the community at large. with the growing number of most important in soclety's,
cal technology. While nor- program, medicaid eligibi.l- Moreover, a new phenom- elderly are too numerous to dealings with and for the
'mal life expectancy of an ity. The catch-22 effect IS enon is the growing nurn- recount. Even perspectives 'elderly were (1) an awareAmerican was 48 years in everpresent. Because one ber of middle aged persons, on the problems them- ness by families, protes1900, in 1970 it was 69 has subsistence income, approaching their own re': selves of the elderly pre- sionals, institutions and
years for men and 74 years one is eligible for various tlrernent, who must sup- sent difficulties. What are the legal system of each elfor women. Because there benefits to attai.n.a decent, port aged parents. Yet, the benefits and dangers of derly person as a human
have never been so many standard of IIvmg. Yet happily, a well known socl- classifications
based on 'being, and (2) recognition
living so long, the recent when one's income is ologist in aging, Elaine age? Is there an equal pro- of the critical importance to
phenomenon of retirement,' increased by a minimal Brody, reported on the tection or "favoritism" is- older persons (as to all
often mandatory, and the amount towards that de- basis of widespread study, 'sue in special treatment persons) of retaining 'a
sense of control over their
(i.e.,
lower bus fares,
lives.
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S BAPr e s! ent s e port

by Carol A. Elder
I'd like to thank the students at the Law Center for
the vote of confidence
given last week to the
officers of the Student Bar
. Association. While we ran
for election committed to
furthering the goals estabIished by this year's Student Bar Association, we
are enthused by the fresh
approach that the many
new members of the Asso-'
ciation are lending to the
process. Already it is evident that the SBA will con~---------":'--"

tinue to be a vital part of
This' week a spring Aca-.
the decisions made and the demic Evaluation will be
services rendered within conducted by Larry Maldethe NLC.
gan. We plan to publish the
At the first faculty meet- results of this survey by
ing.which included student November of next semester
votmg members, we were, so you can reevaluate your
able to ma~e some head- spring, 1974 courseselecway on grading reform. The tions. To obtain the most
,facult~ adopted our propo- accurate. r~flection,?f stusal to Increase the hours of ,'dent opinion pOSSIble, I
regular exam courses that urge each of you to coopone can take credit/no erate fully with this evaluacredit from three credits totion.
It is primarily for your
12,cr~dits. By way of com- benefit.
.
pr.ol~TlISe,the ~umber of
Also, all those students
clinical law cre~lts o~e ,can interested in serving on
take was ~ffectlvely limIted, _faculty or SBA Committees
to 1.7.credlthours. (All cl nc must submit an application
Election Resu Its activity cannot .exceed 17 by Friday, April 27th. Aphours; 12 of whlph may be ,plications are available in
Carol Elder, Michael
regular, unreqUlred exam the Information Office and
Allderdice, and Fred'
courses)..
should be returned to the
Souk were elected PresThe voting students feitSBA
office
in Harlanident, Day Vice Presi~hat with the clinical pro- Brewer House. I must make
dent, and' Night Vice
Jects presently offered and the appointments in the
President, respectively,
the. actual stu?ent partici- first week of May, so that
in the only contested
patlon to date In these pro- the SBA committees and
races In the recent Stujects,. ~his' new Ii":!itatlon the student representatives
dent Bar Association
on clinical law credits was to the faculty committees
election. All candidates
of no great significance. can meet before the sumfor class representative
On the other hand, the new mer
option of taking more exam
.
t tl es at
d
an represen a v - courses on a cl nc basis
Again, thank you for your
, large were elected withwas a highly desirable .support. We look forward
L-0_u_t_o_p;,.;p:.-.o_s_i_ti_o_n_.
,gain.
to serving you.
...J

~~~~~yt~":ref;~1;')~~o~ge
Please Turn to Page 7. Column 31

SBA'Meeting

News

by Howard Rosenthal
the faculty that it permit'
,
.
,.' '
students to take any electThe newly-elected mem- , ive course on a credit-no
bers of the Student Bar AS-credit
basis up to a maxisoclatlon held their first mum of 17 h'ours. It refused
meeting last week. Much of .to recommend that the minthe meeting was devoted to imum grade necessary for
introducing the many new credit be reduced from 65
S.B.~ .. members to .the to 55, or that professors be
functions and accor~pll.sh- prevented from knowing
ments of the eXisting
which students are taking
S.B.A. committees, and to 'their courses on a credit-no
making committee assign,: credit basis. It agreed to
ments
for 'next
year. recommend
resolutions
The S.B.A. voted to .hold that professors "should be
regular monthly meetings, available" to discuss a stuopen to the law school dent's grades with the stucommunity, meeting in the, dent, and that professors
conference room on the should be ,urged to post
fourth floor of the Law' their grades, or a notice of
Library.
.
their inability to do so,
The ,Grading Committee according to the current
reported on its meeting schedule.
with the faculty ScholarA motion to have the
~hip Comm.ittee. The ~rad- S.B.A. endorse the propoIng Committee submitted sal of Professor Robinson
its proposed new rules and which would extend the
recommen~ations to the mandatory curve, presently
Scholarship
Committee.
used only in required
The Scholarship Committee courses, to elective cQurses
,agreed to recommend to as well, was defeated.

#

...,~~, <.

N LC Students

ID4e AlluntUft
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Legal Ai~,,~s~~e~r~i!~a~'~dm~s:t~~r~~lngAid Consumers
by Gary Bagliebter
work.
TThhiS
being the finafl issuhe, The future for Cornrnun-:
of
e Advocate or t e ity Legal Services is bright.
school year, I thought it Next year's program will'
appropriate to briefly report Involve second semester,.
to you th e progress th a't first-year students as case
The Legal Aid Bureau has investigators; second-year·
made during this past year.' students interviewing cliS·rnce Th·e B ureau d epen d s ents and doing research'
upon s t u d en t par tiel
icrpa t'Ion work; and, hopefully, thirdfor its very existence, I can year students certified unonly. hope that these re- d th D' t ' t f C I
bla
er e IS nc 0 0 urn I
marks will stimulate'
in- Student Practice Rule repcreased interest in Legal resenting those C.L.S. cli-'
Aid activities in the coming
h
t
t
t
ents w 0 mus go 0 cour,
year.
as well as receiving court
I. Community
Legal
.
appointed cases. We look
Services
forward to the day when
Formerly
the M.A.N.
C.L.S. will have the serv(Meaningful Assistance to' ices of at least one paid,
tr N' l hb h d)
lect
ie e 9 or 00 project.. full-time, staff attorney and
C.L.S. serves as the Na-will
be the "Neighborhood
tional Law Center's "store- Legal Office" of The George.
front" law office. Students! Washington
University
answer telephone
calls
from prospective clients as' neighborhood.
well as assisting those
II, Military Law Division
people who manage to find.
Originally an adjunct of
our office in Harlan-Brewer the Washington Area Draft.
House and walk. in. After and Military Law Panel, the
fact gathering and basic M.L.D. has left the field of
legal research, the students
G.t. counselling and has
meet with attorneys who begun, in conjunction with
have volunteered time to LMDCof
the. ACLUF, to
work with the project and represent ex-servicemen in
discuss the case.
hearings before the armed
Students are continually
services Discharge Review
in contact with their clients .boards and Boards for the
and, on behalf of the client
Correction of Military Reand under the supervision
cords. Since 1965, approxiand authority of the volunmately 380,000 serviceperteer attorney, the student 'sons have received less
either negotiates with the than honorable discharges.
adverse party or, if the case' The Military Law Division
goes to court, acts as law will continue to prepare
clerk to the volunteer attor-: briefs and present oral
ney who represents C.LS.
argument on behalf of
clients in court. Case work these people as well as any
.has involved domestic rela-.other ex-servlcepersonwno
tions, contracts, consumer
has received less than honassistance and other sub-' orable discharge a~ the
jects in the civil law field as result of court-martial or

and seeks to have it
upgraded. 'd N
III. Old an
ew
Aside
from the two
programs noted above, ~h,e
Lega I Aid
I B ureau admtnt sters programs involving
students in, Attorney As. t ance, the Public DeSIS
f en d er S'ervrce, The US
' ,
Attorney's Office, Law Students in Corrections, the
Cornrnunlty Release Organization, the A.C,L.U., the
Fairfax County Legal Aid
Society, and the Alexan.dri,a
Legal Aid Society. Addl-.
tlonally, The Bureau I'S responsible for the selection
procedure of Law Students
In Court.
.
.
tlv
tl
We are presen y nego 1ating with officials
in
Prince George:s and M<:>ntgomery Counties to begrn a
Maryland Criminal Justice
Clinic, wherein third-year
students, certified under
the Maryland Student Practice Rule, would work in
either the State's Attorney's Office
or Public.
Defender's Office in one
county during
the Fall
semester
and
would
change counties and offices for the Spring semester. There are hopes of beginning a clerkship program with the Fairfax
County
Public
Defender
and also the State's Attorney,

Juvenile

System Announced

.
student reshelvers show up
~e reshelved t.wo or three . for work, and will prevent a
tImes per day Instead of at situation where the library's
random throughout
the only full-time
stack emweek as, und~r.t,he presentployee
is forced to reshelve,
syst~m. Flexlbl,llty IS t~ be in addition to his other
reqUired for penods of light duties,
without
student
o~ heavy use,. No n~w funds help.
wll.' be, reqUlr~~ since the
The new plan will include
obJ~ct IS to utilize more ,ef- a system whereby those
fectlyely the $137.50 which who "save" books in carrels
the library already pays stu- overnight or longer will be
dent reshelve~s,each week. required to check them out
As a condition for e~so that other users can 10ployr:nent, students
willcate
them without searchspeclfY/requiar hours t~ey ing the entire
library."
.can ~or~ Instead of be~ng, Redoubled efforts will be
permltte
t,o work var!ed made to encourage facult
hours of their own ch,oosl~g B:nd students,especiall~'
asI' ~t predsent. Thl~ Will first-year students with ree Imlnate ays on which no
.

Olversor'l Bar Review
COURSES FOR: D.C. BAn EXAMS
.'

DAY AND

.

EVENING

CLAS~ES

j

AND' VIRGINIA'
~

OFFERED

1:30 PM-6:30 PM (Interchange,able)
Combined D.C.-Va. Course Offered-No Extra Charge
Playbacks upon Request

D.C. COURSES
LONG COURSE: May 22-July 21
STANDARD COURSE: June 25-July 21
ACCE'LERATED COURSE: July 9-:-July 21
VA

APPROVED

TEL: '659-1722

Court Seminar

There is one program at the NLC other than Law
Students In Court in which students are appearing in
court. Fifteen students in the juvenile court seminar
are representing children in neglect, battered child
cases and "in need of supervision" cases. The "supervision" cases .are those inc-which the. children are
allegedly truants, run-aways, beyond parental cantrol, etc. This seminar will be offered again in Fall
1973 and Fall 1974.
J

I nformation
about all
Legal Aid Bureau programs
will be available upon return to school in August,
and; if '«3.11
goes well,it will
be provided each student
by way of a summer mailing.

New Library Reshelving
by John Beattie
sent to approve the follow-'
In response to student
ing motion:
dissatisfaction
with the
Resolved: That a regular
problem of unreshelved
reshelving system beestabbooks inthe law library, the lished ona trial basis for
SBA-Faculty,Library
Com- the fall 1973 semester, to
mittee has passed a resolu- ensure that b'()oks are retion establishing a regular turned to their proper
schedule for reshelving for places. frequently enough
the fall 1973 semester. The
to prevent build-ups, with
aim is to facilitate research authorization for the library
in t~e library by sharply re- .staff to work with student
duclng
the number _<?f,',Gomtnitteemembers in imbooks missing from the .. ,plementation. '.
..
shelves at an.y one time. If· ,,' Under. the new'plan, stuef!ective, the new system. dentreshelverswillbeemWill become ,permanen~.
ployed fora total of at least
At a meeting on Fnday 42 hourly slots per week,
af~ernoon, April ?' the co~The .hours .~ill b'e distri~mlttee voted Without dls-uted
evenly, and booksoWllI

grams throughout the coun.
bTYheMi~:~e~h~~f~m~~~- try. prhof. Rothschild feels
C nter IS that t e great failing of
sumer Protection
e
f many clinical law programs
offering The problem(sLa~ Is that they attempt to
the Consumer course
f
2 or 3 solve t h e community prob-'
459) next Fall ~r lt was lem that they deal with' but
credits. Previous Y I dlt
they can't deliver dU~ to
only ava'ilable for 2 cre
'II I bs. limitations
0 f manpower
Add,'t,'onally
it WI
e and time. Thus the Canpossible to take the cO~I~se sumer Protection Centers'
this summer for 2 cre s.
I I
h'
The Consumer Protectl,on goa s researc onented,
tI working
Other programs offered
Center is curren Y lect
to students In the Course
on a number of projec s.
kl
They have a number of involve: wor 109 with the
surrounding
countl'es
neighborhood
Consumer
on
H-E-L-P Centers. These a,.re their consumer problems
t
and their consumer
t
located
at Anacos ra,
pro eoWTTG- TV (channel 5), and tl0 n ceontewrsT V;
· p(rogrham'
rr
G
onels called AYUDA (Span- m 1ng n
- TV a s ow
HELP)
consumer once a week on consumer
ish for
, a
lsh
problems within the telecenter for the spantsnspeaking memb~r,s of our vision
statlo)n's dregUlar
community, Additionally, a news program; an workstaff located at the Harlan- ing on a future National
Brewer House answers
ConsumerTest to be broadconsumer complaints
by cast nationally on TV.
mait.
There is also a teaching
The Center's faculty dl- program which focuses on
rector
Professor
Roth- preventative consumerism
schild' emphasizes that the and a field research team,
purpo~e of the Consumer Anyone interested should
Protection Center is to es- .contact someone at the
tablish models that will aid Center's offices in the 1st
in the creation or further- floor of the Harlan-Brewer
ance of consumer
pro- House.
.

VIRGINIA COURSES

-

ACCELERATED
COURSE:"
Ma~'a6-June
23

1819

H

St.,

N.W

w ASHINGTON:O ..C.

20~06

search projects, to reshelve
their own ~oo~s"
The plan IS Similar to one
already in effect at the
Georgetown
~aw Center,
Professor Hamson Boyles,
Georgetown's Head Librarian, was recently asked
whether by implementing a
better reshelving system, a
library
might
encourage
some users to be mo~e
careless about putting their
own books back:
.
"It's certainly a possibllitY,"heacknowledged,"but
what can you do? If you let
the conscientious students
suffer because of the lazy
ones, it's like a ,preacher
who bawls out the members
of .the congregation that
show up."
. The April 6 meeting was
attended by Professor Ber-·
nard, Law Librarian and
committee chairman; Mr,
Bidwell
and Mrs. Lee,
Assistant Law Librarians;
Professors D. Green, Pock,
and Stevenson; and Art
Bailey, John Beattie" B?b
Fenner, and Jon Nelpns,
students.
The SBA encourages
anyone with suggestions or
. comments on the new plan
to leave a note addressed
to the SBA Library Committee at the Information
Office in Stockton Hall.
Always do right. This wU1 grato
Ify some people, and astonish
the rest.
.
-Mark Twaln

Wife J\bunrnte

Journal of ,International Law
Publishes Practice .Symposlurn
, by Jonathon R. Moore
Volume 7, number 2 of
The Journal of International
Law .and Economics was
pU~lIshed .o~ Tuesday,
Apn116. This Issue will be
of great practical use to
both attorneys and law
students interested in the
practice of international
law.
The lead article is a compendium of English sources
on foreign trade and investment. It was compiled by
Professor Chin Kim of the
University of Illinois Law
School, and takes the form
of .an annotated bibliography with short critical
~ummaries of the materlals. The work fills a
decided gap in the literature on legal research in the
international field. As anyone who has everattempted
to use the fourth floor of
the library well knows, the
research tools in this area
are nonexistent. Professor
Kim's bibliography
provides a good starting place
for anyone doing research
in this area..'
The remainder of the
issue ls a series by American international lawyers
describing their work. The
symposium, entitled, "The
International Practice of
Law," should be of partieular interest to NLC students if the turnout at last
fall's International Law Society panel of international
lawyers is any indication of

student interest in this subIn addition to job deject.
scriptions, the articles conThe symposium presents tain candid comments on
sixteen lawyers writing
the need for protlclency in
about the practice of inter- foreign
languages,. the
national law, each from a value of various law school
unique perspective., As courses in preparing for a
John B. Rehrn.: of the local career in international law,
firm Busby Rivkin Sherman and the availability of work
Levy & Rehm, points out in in this field. The breadth
. his lntroductlon, the term and detail of the articles
"international law" is a· command the interests of
loose and vague descrip- readers regardless of their
tion for the practice of law familiarity
with internainvolving foreign clients, tional law.
international transactions,
Richard Frank's "The
foreign governments, and Public Interest Lawyer," tor
other "international" prob- example, describes his inlems.
novative work with the
The contributors repre- Center for Law and -Social
sent a cross-section of Policy in formulating pubattorneys from private prac- lic sector input into the fortice, international lending eign affairs decision makinstitutions, multinational ing process. .Mr, Frank
corporations and govern- details successful suits
ment agencies. Among the brought on behalf of contopics covered by the attor- surners and environmentalneys in private practice are lsts ' against the Departthe practice of foreign trade ments of Commerce and
law, international tax law, State in areas previously republic interest law, and served to executive and admultinational
corporate
ministrative discretion.
law.
Other' articles such as
The practice of interna- . those by Joseph Guttentaq
tional law in the U.S. Gov- of Surrey, Karasik & Morse
ernment is well docu- and Michael Waris of Baker
mented in articles by law- & McKenzie impress the
yers working in the Depart- [Ple~e Tum to Page 8, Column 1]
ments of State, Treasury,
Commerce, Transportation,
Defense and Justice. Other Rosenthal New
areas covered by the syrnposium include work for Advocate Editor
the World Bank, the InterHoward Rosenthal
American
Development
has beennamed editor
Bank, and COMSAT.
of
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1973-1974. Rosenthal,
a second-year student,
previously served as
managing editor. He
assumes his new duties
effective
with
this
issue.
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'Moot Court News
by Jim Downey
The Van Vleck Case Club announces its final round in
the First Year Moot Court Competition, to be held at 8:00·
p.m., FridliY, May 4, in room 101, Building C.
The case to be argued involves the lawfulness of an
anti-hijack search of a boarding passenger on a domestic
airline flight" the legality of seizure of illegal gambling
slips found in his luggage, and whether the exclusionary
rule would protect the passenger from being required to
testify, solely on the basis of the gambling receipts, before a Grand Jury investigating interstate racketeering.
The contestants are members of the two teams that
scored the highest after the preliminary rounds and who
defeated their opponents in the semi-final round. John
Boursey and Whitney Adams will represent Petitioner,
and Samuel Halpern and Stephen Plambeck w:1Iargue for
the Respondent.
A distinguished panel of jUdges will hear the case and
judge the contestants' oral argument skills. After the case
has been heard and a team declared the winner of this
year's competition, the Case Club will hold a reception in
the alumni lounge of Bacon Hall to which all are invited.
Presentation of awards will be made at this reception. The
Club looks forward to exceptionally keen competition in
this final round and extends to all an invitation to attend.
Honor Board elections were held Tuesday, April 17. The
new officers are: Ray Kimball, President; Meredith Wellington, Vice President; Michele Gilligan, Parliamentarlan.. and Linda Satterfield, Secretary-Treasurer. The
Board welcomes suggestions from all competitors in its
efforts to enhance the educational and competitive value
of the overall program.

Law Spouses Notes
. by Anita Lankard
At a scrumptious potluck
I
h meeting held April
unc .
a
8th In Bacon Ha!l, L w
Spouses e~ectedottlcers as
part of their agenda. Those
ltd
for the '73-'74 year
e ec e..
. .
are .Laurie LevlnIS~n. Presl~ent, Ka.thy 0 Rielly
- Vice PreSident,Norma
Fox - Treasure~,.Suzanne
Stanford - Publlc.lty, Joan
Belgard -. Education. Vacant are ~fflces C?fSecretary

amiable note, for a group
with satisfied· stomachs
usually makes fOTpleasant
people. And that ISwhat we
all were as we listened to
Professor Weaver speak
.
on Wills, Trusts, a~d ~states. Both he and hls Wife
Thelma seemed the perfect
couple to conclude the
club's calendar.
Law Spouses is grateful
to the many professors
who accepted speaking
commitments, ... and

who

consequently broadened
hoped that .new members. the scope of knowledge of
can be recruited at the Fall the members. We look forTea to co.mple~ent those ward with pleasure to conpresently In office.
tacting others'ot the faculty
This last meeting for the to establish a similar sort
present school year ended . of program during the '73activities on an extremely '74 calendar year. _
and SOCial Chairman. It

IS

FREAKED OUl YETP.
..

CHECK US OUT FOR SOME STUDY AIDS

GILBERTS LAW SUMMARIES
BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES
LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES
SMITH REVIEW,
NUTSHELL SERIES
AMERICAN LEGAL CASE -DIGESTS
CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
HORNBOOKS

DISCOUNT PRICES AND.
COMPLETE SELECTION
'WASHINGTON
,LAw BOOK CO.
1917 E.YEST. ST. N.W.

TEL. 185-0424

4-April

~5, 1973

l£bitnriul

dividual was in the position
of responsibility when the
call came.
It was reported that this
incident deeply bothered
the Judge, and in addition
to serving his judicial function, he firmly but modestly sought to arrive at the
underlying truth. While the
prosecution appeared to be
content with securing a
burglary conviction, Judge
Sirica forced their hand to
broaden the scope of inquiry. It became apparent
to the defendants that if
they were convicted' by ,
jury, their jail sentences
were, assured to be high.
Also, it has been speculated that as the pressure
toward broadening the inquiry at trial increased, exWednesday
ternal pressure was exerted
on the defendants to plead
guilty by those undisclosed
parties involved in the
wondered how vigorous the caper who sought to avoid
prosecution would be, con- prosecution. The pleas that
sidering the relationship were offered were accepted
with reluctance, but still
between the President,the
Justice Department, and the Inquiry went on as the
the United States Attor- trial continued for those
two defendants who stuck
ney's office.
It wasn't until the com- it out.
, No sentencing promises
mencement of the trial that
it became apparent that no were made, but those who
deals were going to be pleaded guilty thought they
made, and the penalties for got off a burning ship just
guilty involvement were in time. When word spread
going to be high. The rea- that forty-year sentences
son for this can only be at- were being considered, the
walls of silence cracked
tributed to one man Chief Judge John J. Sirica and crumbled. Realizing
of the United States Dis- that the Administration
tri~t Court. It is a good was going sour, the promthing that this particular in- [Please Turn to Page 8, Column 11
recognized that the situa-tion looked grim' and the
charges serious. However,
the doubts about the bugging were overcome by the
doubts about McGovern.
At the time of the election, no one expected the
Watergate case to go beyond those who were redhandedly caught i~ the
midst of the burglary
attempt. The, Administration was sealed tight, and
the seven defendants
seemed in the perfect position to take the fall, but It
seemed to be clandestinely
premised on the promise
of a soft landing. Everyone

by Arthur Lesenger
Watergate. Who would
ever have thought that this
lavish highrise would have
been the scene of perhaps
the most significant government scandal in the
This is the final issue of The Advocate for this twentieth century?
semester. It is also. the final issue ever to be edited in.
A few years ago, the
our present office in Harlan-Brewer House.'
Watergate had a limited if
As we reported on February 28; 1973, all law student not purely local political
groups now located in Harlan-Brewer will be forced to' significance. On one or two
leave their present offices next month, and move into occasions, anti-war demoffices in Bacon Hall instead.
onstrations were directed
The present Harlan-Brewer House, like its prede- at the structure. Their
cessor, is about to fall victim to what passes for purpose was to syrnboll"progress" on this campus. It is scheduled to be cally challenge government
demolished soon after its present occupants have been' officials where they removed, and is expected to be replaced, at least sided. At that time, the
temporarily, by another parking lot.
Mitchell family lived there,
The impact of the destruction of Harlan-Brewer House and some of those who
will, of course, be felt most strongly by the groups which marched were intent on
have used it in the years since the original Harlan- doing them physical harm.
Brewer House was demolished. Members of these
One demonstration endorganizations may be tempted to paraphrase Daniel ed in riot, as most of them
Webster's immortal tribute to his alma mater: "It is a' did during that period, with
small building, and yet there are those who love it."
the demonstrators spilling
But the, law students who have occupied offices in .over on to the G.W. camHarlan-Brewer' are not the only ones who will feel the pus, and mass arrests and
effects of the changes taking place on this campus.
violence occurred. After
This senseless destruction of a still-useful building is those days, Watergate was
typical of the insensitivity of modern campus planners to only significant to those inthe virtue of preserving the remaining older buildings on .terested in architectural
this campus. An architectural philosphy too often molded design.
"
. in modern concrete is transforming the G.W. campus
What occurred on and
into ahighrise jungle.
.
since June 17, 1972, has
While the merits of unnecessarily destroying existing cast Watergate and its inbuildings to replace them with new structures is, at the famous political wiretapvery least, highly questionable, the merit of destruction ping (bugging) into the
for destruction's sake is clearly nil. It may be too late to annals of American history.
save Harlan-Brewer House, but this appalling act of It is of great significance
deliberate destruction must not be allowed to go, that in spite of the known
unprotested, and the policy which encourages such acts involvement of the Commitmust be changed.
tee to Re-Elect the president, the American people
went to the polls and overwhelmingly supported the
President.
Many people

Preservation,
Not "Progress"

The

.SeA Needs 'You
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The increase in the number of credit hours a law
student may take on a credit-no credit basis is the latest'
in an impressive series of accomplishments this year by
the S.tud~nt Bar Association. As such, it represents the
culm!natlon of a year's intensive work by the SBA's
Gradmg Committee, whose members are to be
by Lorraine Chang
apathy surrounding
this
commended for their efforts on behalf of all of us. '
"Equality of rights under
Issue.
Despite the importance of the SBA's achievements to the Ja~ shall not be denied
Even more seriously, not
everyone in the law school, few students have shown any or abndged by the United
only is the public UNininterest in participating in its actlv-tles. Relatively few -States or by any State on
formed,
but
antistudents even voted in the last SBA election; only three account of sex."
amendment forces have
bot~~red to meet the requirements to run for the five' 'A .s~othering cloud of ~ucceeded in distorting the
POSitions of representative-at-Iarge.
.
pessimism surrounds the Issues to such a great deOvercoming trus pervasive apathy is essential to the Issue of the passage of the gree that many people have
?o~ti.nuedsuccess of the Student Bar Association. A few Equal Rights Amendment.
become grossly MISinlndlvlduals cannot be expected to do everything Faculty and students, male formed as well!
themselves; the job is too great in a law school of this and female, all seem to
YVho is responsible for
size. Members of the presently apathetic "silent majority" aqree: "The ERA's never thls unfortunate circumof NLC students must begin to take an active role in the gomg, to p~ss." It is taken stance?
government of the law school.
as axlomatlcthat the ERA
One need not be elected to the SBA in order to serve, is d~o~ed to fall short of
The brunt of the blame
however. Much of the SBA's work is done by its many receiving the necessary
must ultimately fall on the
standing committees, and any law student is eligible to consent of 38 states in women who have failed to
apply for a committee assignment. The deadline for or~er to become officially
give their support to the
applications is this Friday.
ratified.
ERA. It was for the benefit
. ""!e urge every law student to apply for a committee
,It is important to recog- of women that the amendassignment, and to take that assignment seriously. ~Ize that such pessimism ment was chiefly drafted
Despite the SBA's impressive record this year, much IS a.ct.uallyspinning a self- Necessarily, then, support
more remains to be done. Its success next year depends fulfilling prophecy of doom. !rom the female population
on you.
Without the enthusiasm
IS central for generating
and faith that passage re- any momentum for the
quires, the proposed a- amendment. If others see
mendment is losing its vi- that even those who would
tality which is so necessary ,most directly be affected
to overcome the inertia of do !lot even care enough to
the status quo.
actively support the amendment, the amendment will
Why then has the amend- ~e deemed to be undeservment
lost its people
momentum?
In asking
abou't Ing 0 f ~ny support at all.
Student Newspaper of the National Law Center,
Certainly, this is not the
The George Washington University
their opinion of the "ERA"
case. ,The necessity for the
a
uncommon
is not
"What
is the response
'ERA'?" ERA
. IS C Iear. While many
E
believe that legislation
ven after it is explained to (S,U?h~s Title VII of the'
Howard Rosenthal-Editor
them that "ERA" stands for CIVil Rights Act of 1964)
'Steve Converse-Business Manager Josh Kaufman-Photographer
the proposed 27th Amend- and S
ment to the U.S. Constitu.
upreme Court declr
h
srons based on the Equal
ron,
t e Equal Rights Protection clause of the
Amendment, many more Fourte th A
Staff-Judy Armatta, Paul Beck, Steve Cook, Arthur Lesenger, Ken
people are in the dark as to
en.
mendment are
Peterson, Joseph F. Pripusich, Georgia Springer, Al Wiener
exactly what the necessity . ~nough to give equal rIghts
for such an amendment is
0 women, such action has
and what its effects would rot .been proven to be efbe. This lack of knowledge iec:!ve, a~ subtle dlscrim.
na ,Ion stili persists.
,'s undoubtedly the major
.TI~le~II only affects dis_"
iiiilii===============::::=-l~s~o~u~r~ce
of the so-prevalent crimination In job sltua<

-c.;

tlons, and still allows discrimination by sex when
the employer shows "bona
fide occupational qualificatlon." Needless to say,
such a phrase allows the
discretion of the employer
and the courts to take an
uneven hand.
As for the Fourteenth
Amendment, the question
is no! whether the Equal
Protection clause COULD
provide protection for the
rights
of women,
but
rather, whether it has been
so interpreted. No woman
seeking protection of her
rights on this basis even
won a case before the Supreme Court until 1971,
when a state law favoring
men over women as adrnlnistrators of estates was
struck down in Reed v.
Reed. That case, however,
was narrowly confined to
Its facts.
Furthermore, the Court
has consistently held that
"sex is a valid basis for
classification,"
applying
th e pr i nciple of reasonableness as the basis of
legitimate public policy.
Th e burden is still on the
woman to prove that her
treatment under the law
has been unreasonable.
Th
e ERA would shift that.
burden of proof to the
States to show why' dis. .
crtrntnatton
was necessary.
Besides the Court's reluctance to protect women's rights, the case-bycase approach is not only a
long, costly and timeconsuming process
but
'[PleaseTnmtopage6,CoI~ll
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Menick on Music and Meals
King Crab, Kang Pao Chicken, Broccoli with
Since there is usually more leisure time
.
by Jeff Menick
One of the reasons I haven't reviewed more
crab, and Palace Fish. A special treat is the . available in the summer than during the
restaurants this year is that I haven't had the
school year, you might be interested in some
desserts. They use either apple or banana with
. money to go out as much as in past
of the recent releases in the jazz and pop
a caramel-like sugar coating mixed with
semesters. Even so, there are a couple of
fields.
sesame for one exquisite taste treat.
places I want to recommend since as summer
There are two small drawbacks. The resFor the most part, reissues continue to
approaches and jobs provide more spending
dominate the jazz field. Atlantic,
ABC's
taurant is very small, and has a tendency to fill
money dining out becomes a bit easier.
rapidly. ReserVations are always advisable, alImpulse and MGM's Verve have been busy
For many months I'd been hearing that
though not available for two. Even if you have
with sets of rereleased recordings.
.
Jean-Pierre at 1835 K St. was one of the finest
a reservation, a small wait may be necessary.
Impulse has put together Vol. 2 of John
French restaurants in the city, and that it was :
A concomitant
problem is the often
Coltrane: His Greatest Years, a two record set
not outrageously overpriced, and I'm happy to . humorously
chaotic organization of this
As 9223-2. From the beautifully
melodic
report that both contentions are correct.
family-run establishment. Waiters run back
"Greensleeves" and hypnotic "India" of 1961,
One of the most pleasant aspects of Jeanand forth yelling in Chinese, soup may be
through a transitional "The Promise" of 1963,
Pierre is the atmosphere. Unlike some of its
served twenty seconds before the appetizers,
to the final flowering of textured experimentaetc. It's still worthwhile,
and, like most
better-known and more expensive competition in the "Ascension" (1965), "ManltestaChinese restaurants, very reasonable.
tors, there is not phony formality or effort at
tion" (1966) and "Ogunde" of 1967, the set feaintimidation at Jean-Pierre. Every customer is
Since the weather has started warming up,
tures 'Trane on both tenor and soprano
treated courteously, service is good without
saxophone.
'
being offensive or rushed, and the food is
This set, along with the earlier Vol. 1,
marvelous.
provide a good introduction and overview
My companion and I shared an appetizer of
of the last seven years of Coltrane's working
Artichoke Vinaigrette and escargot, both of
life. His influence will be felt for many years to
which were perfectly prepared. The garlic on
come. My only complaints are that several of
the snails was not overpowering, and the
the cuts are shortened versions of the original
artichoke was not overcooked. A Caesar Salad
masters, instead of alternate takes, thus
came with a most unusual dressing based on
making the set almost useless to collectors.
Oijon mustard.
Atlantic has begun a series of two-record
As entrees, we had a marvelous escallope
sets priced at $6.98 per set called "The Art
de veau aux creme y champagnion (veal in a
of ... The Atlantic Years," with volumes by the
mushroom-filled cream sauce) which was very
Modern Jazz Quartet, Rahsaan Roland Kirk,
- and Charles Mingus.
delicately seasoned, and one of the finest
area residents are hungering for hardshell
The Art of the MJQ is a fine collection of
duck in orange sauce that I've ever eaten, al. crabs, and a new place opened up last fall in
material by one of the most highly respected
though very slightly overdone. A chocolate
Silver Spring that I'd like to recommend. The
of 'all jazz combos. The group, which helped
mousse was well made but the portion was exImperial Crab House, at 9429 Georgia Ave.,
legitimize the acceptance ofjazz by "serious"
tremely small. Including wine and tax the bill
just before the beltway, serves the Atlantic
academic musicians, is highlighted in rewas about $26, very fair in this day and age.
. Rock Crab, a huge and meaty variety that
cordings made between 1956 and '66.
I've had a favorite Chinese Restaurant since
looks twice the size of the Bay blue. The crabs
Their first recordings were made for Preslast summer that I haven't written about besell for $1 each, sometimes $10 a dozen or $9
tige in the early fifties when Kenny Clarke was
cause I wanted to keep it a secret. Since
to take out, depending on availability. They
the drummer (the group has been composed
Donald Dresden has already reviewed it, I
also plan to carry Bay crabs as available
of John Lewis on piano, Milt. Jackson on
thought I'd put in my 2 cents worth of praise
during the summer, which will see a great
Vibes, Percy Heath on bass and Connie Kay
for the North China at 7814 Old Georgetown
scarcity due to Agnes last year.
'on drums since 1955 when Clarke left), as an
Rd. in Bethesda.
' Large steamed lobsters are also.reasonably
t
th f th h th
tl
f th O'
I guess I've eaten there about twice a month
riced, and their lrnperlal crab is all meat with
ou grow
0
e r y m sec Ion 0
e izzy
P
since last fall, and I've never had a bad meal.
Gillespie big band of the 40's.
a very distinctive and spicy sauce .. Platters are .
. The Prestige recordings have been available
As a surprise party I graduation dinner I was
about $2.95 .to $4.50, and include cole slaw
for about a year now 'on Pr 24005, another twotaken there for a Chinese Banquet. We had ten
and fries, .and the atmosphere (paper plates,
record set priced at $6.98. Along with this Atcourses among fourteen of us, and each dish
plastic utensils and brown paper tablecloths)
lantic release (SO 2-301), they provide a marwas better than the one before. Some of my
is strictly lntormal. .
[Please TurntoPage6,Column11
favorites are the Imperial soup, made with
* * *

legal Service: A Substitute for Tuition
by Paul Beck
with inadequate legal re- technicians
serving the
pleting their initial tour.
'Many law students are sources. One potential so-public
wherever they are
The tremendous service
concerned
that
pre- lution to .this compound
needed most.
our government could perregistration means paying problem might have addlAnother
benefit
from
form in providing adequate
at least one-half of the fall tional salubrious effects on such a program would be legal assistance to our
migrant
workers,
semester tuition by next the legal profession gen - the lifting of a great finan- cities,
July31. Anticipation of the erally.
clal burden from those who rural communities,
depressed areas such as Apf inancial crunch has Ied
A quid pro quo between shoulder the cost of legal pa Iac h ia, an d IIlk e segments
some students to f in d sum- the law school. graduate education,
whether they of our population, with a
mer jobs, others to apply and the sources of its legal are families of law students
corps of thousands of atfor scholarships or loans education
might be de- or the students themselves,
torneys every two years, for
(or both), and still others to vised, so that those who thus provldlnq an oppor- instance, would be well
just worry.
will go on to become mem- tunity for a career in law to worth the relatively small
Tuition, fees, and books bers of one of the most af- all, rather than to' only investment.
and supplies alone next - fluent professional groups those with the means to
The precedent has atyear will· cost close to - in the country will have. pay. .
ready been established. In
$3,000 per student. This given something in return.
To work, _ the system' our military services, attordoesn't include living exThere are a number of could not be voluntary but neys are. offered
their
penses, and we have to eat, possible variations on the would have to apply to schooling for which they
too. Well, most of us do, theme I am suggesting, but everyone.
pay back. this investment
anyway. It costs us too I will present /justone
Necessarily,there would with time in a service after
much money to go through
scheme
here. Let the be problems in implementhe training.
law school, no matter who government (or the school,
tation such as the respecMoreover, the young lawor what our source of or toundatlons, etc.) form a tive roles of state and fedb d
' h
yer .would benefit from
rea .
contractual agreement with eral agencies Wit . respect direct responsibility in solvWe are also aware, then, the law student. The state to funding and authority.
that countless others who and federal government
The program would have to .ing legal and social probcome from less affluent
would assume the entire phase in without damaging
lems of individuals
and
backgrounds cannot even cost of legal 'education. In post-graduate
programs.
communities with which he
afford to apply to (much exchange for this tuition _
Furthermore, in what form or she might otherwise
less att~nd) law schools ~n free education, the gradu- might schools be com pen- g~~~~cr.ave the slightest
the United States. It IS ating
lawyer would
be sated? Cooperative working
This proposal has alplal~ that, despite all pre- obliged to serve (for two arrangements would have ready been made publicly
tension to the contrary, not years, one year, or a nego- to be established with the in reference to medical stu- .
everxone can attend a pro- tiable period) in any locale local legal societies and
fesslonal.
sc~oo!
these designated by state or fed- practicing attorneys
dents by Lawrence M.

days: ThiS dlscrlrnlnates
(unWittingly?) ,against the,
poor.
There are hundreds, and
probably several thousand,
communities
in America
today which lack local legal
services, and ot her areas
such as inner city neighborhoods and rural areas

eral agencies with legal
needs. This service might
be delayed for a period of
post-graduate training.
Since there are' - now
thousands of law school
graduates annually, this arrangement would provide a
corps of thousands of welltrained lawyers and, leQal.

extension of legal services
to all who need them, regardless of the ability to
pay for that service.
That the two concepts
might be combined, and in
such a way as to benefit
third parties who do not require assistance financially
and encourage their participation in tasks of legal
and social responsibility
commensurate with their
status and ability in this
land, is an idea worthy of
very serious consideration,
for its ramifications
are
striking and tar-reachlnq
for a vast number of Americans.
It speaks to the root of
the problem of equality
today: whether equal opportunity
demands that
inequitable results be questioned, and an effort begun
to create "equal starts;" or
does our. "meritocracy"
justify
its existence on
principle alone, i.e., in the
abstract? Ultimately, it is a
question of fundamental
assumptions.
. WRITER NEEDED
Proposal writer needed for An-

However, with a modl~~~~~~~t'e~~~~s~~~'~e~
~:~g~~~~~.
~es~~~h~~~
cum of imagination
and iclne at Georgetown UnlSoc. Science Background degood faith all of these prob- versity Medical Center, sevsired. Send resume and ex- ;
lems would be soluble. It eral months ago in The
ample of proposal writing
could be expected that
Washington Post. It merits
to'
many communities
now
public airing and debate.
,.
Virginia Rubin
suffering Inadequate legal
I support the notion of
,Development Office
Antioch School of Law
service coverage might atbroadening the base from
. . . .
tract lawyers to remain on a which lawyers are drawn in
1624 Crescent PI" N.W.
perma~en.t basis afte,,-r~c,,,,o,-,-m,=--_~th~i~s~c~o~un~t~ry!:,~a~n~d~l~f~a~v~o=-{~th,:e:.,:'
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More Menick on Music
.(Co~tlnued from Page 5J

velous compilation of the early period of the
MJQ.
One of the highlights of the Atlantic release
is a version of "Bag's Groove" with Sonny
Rollins sitting in on tenor sax, recorded at a
club date in 1958. Even the electronic stereo
on Jimmy Giuffre's "Eun" is well done. My
major disappointment was in finding that several of the cuts are the same ones included on
an earlier antholoqy. "Tne Best of the MJQ."
The Kirk set shows off his multiinstrumental
virtuosity
on fairly recent
material, from '66-'71, and is highlighted by a
tribute to Coltrane, "The Dance of the Lobes,"
and "The Seeker."
.
The Mingus recordings were made from
1956to '61 and feature the highly controversial
bassist with a variety of sidemen including
.Booker Ervin, Kirk, and Mal Waldron, amo~g
others. Also just out is a two-record Columb!a
set called. "Charles Mingus and Friends In
Concert," from a February, 1972 gig with
Gerry Mulligan, James Moody, Gene Ammons, and many others as part of an orchestra
conducted by Teo Macero.
Although Mingus has lost a bit of the technical facility he had when younger, as can be
heard in comparing his work on "Ecclusiastics," the only number on both sets, his innovative ability and drive have not diminished at ,
all and Mingus freaks will want both volumes ..
MGM is also in the process of compiling
collections of reissues from the Verve Catalogue and eight two record sets have recently
come to my attention. These include "The History of Ella Fitzgerald," "The History of Stan
Getz," Herbie Mann's "Et Tu Flute," Duke Ellington & Johnny Hodges' "Blues Summit,"
"A Tribute to Duke Ellington," with various
Duke compositions played by different artists,
including a great version of "Caravan" by Wes
Montgomery and "Satin Doll" for Johnny
Hodges, Coleman Hawkins and Roy Eldridge.
Buddy Rich's "The Monster," Cal Tjader's
"Doxy" and "Jazz at the Philharmonic in Europe" are also deserving of some attention. .
Verve has always been a rather mainstreamoriented label and the cuts here reflect that
fact. Most of these were made from 1957,
through about '65 or '66. One shortcoming is

that except on the "BluesSummit" & "JATP In
Europe" sets, there are no dates or' personnel
listings for the recordings included.
The Herbie Mann set was the most disappointing. His flute work is much more effective on the latin and other exotically flavored
material he got into on Atlantic. The standards
included here are not improved for his having
recorded them. A better intro would be "The
Evolution of Mann," released by Atlantic last
fall.
"The History of Stan Getz" features a number of selections from. his commercially successful
recordings in the mid-60's, some
bossa nova and some Bacharachl David mater..
ial. The Tjader and Rich sets are designed for
their fans.
"The History of Ella Fitzgerald" and the
"Blues Summit" volumes are reallyoutstanding, however. The incomparable Ella goes
through a whole gamut of pop standards from
the 60's like "Mack the Knife," "Hello Dolly,"
"Matchmaker," "A Hard Day's Night,"- and
even raises "Old MacDonald Had a Farm" to a
new level of achievement.
Hodges was the featured reed man in the
Ellington orchestra untilhis death in 1970, but
his artistry lives on, and these recordings from
1958-59are delightful. Ellington has begun to
achieve the kind of recognition for his rnustc
that few living Americans are ever given, and
the Genius of the man, who is now 72, is a gift
that we can all enjoy.
April has also ended the draught in enloyable pop music with a flood of material, including an exceptionally fine release from Warner'
Brothers. Their April release of twenty Ips includes Arlo Guthrie's "Last of the Brooklyn
Cowboys," which is by far the best thing he's
ever recorded. The material ranges from his
dad's "Gypsy Davy"to "Lovesick Blues" and
Dylan's "Gates of Eden," with several originals
thrown in for good measure.
The new Ip from the Faces, "Ooh La La,"
not only has a playful jacket design but also
the best material they have ever recorded.
Gravel-throated Rod Stewart has never
sounded better, and both "Cindy, Incidentally" 'and the title cut should be monster
singles. Stewart is one of my favorite rock
singers, but until "Ooh La La" I'd preferred his
solo albums on Mercury to his group work,
<

I

either with Beck or Faces.
,
Fleetwood Mac's "Penguin" is very smooth
and tight, and ought to bring them some overdue recognition. The title cut from Seals and
Crofts "Diamond Girl" is guaranteed to ensure
repetition of their recent sold-out performance
at the Kennedy Center, for a long while.
You might remember that I have twice previously raved briefly about Steeleye Span, the
English group that does electric arrangements
of traditional British folk material, and stole
the show from Procol Harum at their concert
. here at Lisner last fall. Their new release is
called "Parcel of Rogues," and it should solidify their efforts to pre-empt the field of recording traditional English folk material.
Maddy Prior's vocals and spoon playing
continue to highlight the material, and if I'm
not mistaken, two of the numbers on the album were highlights of their fall appearance, '
"Misty Moisty Morning" and "The Ups and
Downs."
..
~ The album is vibrant and exciting and fun,
and while it takes a couple of Iistenings to
really get into the accents and understand
their stories, it's well worth the effort, The al- ,
bum is on Chrysalis, 1046.
Provide~ce is a West Coast group with a
very pleasant debut album on the Moody
Blues' Threshold .Iabel called "Ever Sense the
Dawn." It's very easy to get into, and reminiscent of the Moody's but cleaner. The opening
two cuts and the "Fantasy Fugue" are particularly strong.
_
Leo Kottke has developed a cult of underground fans of his guitar virtuosity for several
years, His best recording to date is the
Takoma album, "6 x 12 String Guitar" on Takoma 1024. He has done three albums for Capitol, the latest of which is a concert recorded
last December in Minneapolis, "My Feet are
Smiling" Capitol 11164, and it is certainly the
best record he's done for them. It includes
some of the material on the Takoma album
("Jack Fig, "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring") and
his earlier Capitol albums ("June Bug,"
"Standing in My Shoes") as well as a great
version of Paul Siebel's' "Louise." If you can,
possibly catch his concert with Brian Bowers
tomorrow night at the Trinity Theater in
Georgetown, do so. You'll surely want the albums afterward.

Equal Rights: The Time is Now
(Continued from Page 4J
these misconceived no- founded as well, since the fore weaken the family standards for women.
there would still be no
tions of female inferiority, equality of treatment re- structure asa whole,' and
Finally,
probably the
assurance that any favorand it is exactly this that quired by the amendment that in the event of divorce, most controversial issue'
able' decision rendered by the ERA' is proposed to would be best achieved by men would no longer be re- that has been raised is the ,.
the Court might not be attack. What the society extending pre-existing ben- quired to pay alimony.
probability that women will
overturned. Those who ad- (and especially the courts efits to men, rather than re- These allegations are not be subject' to the draft
vocate such an approach
and the state legislatures) moving them from women. valid:
when the ERA is passed.
only mean to delay the imneeds is a fresh outlook as
The area of protective
The courts have tradi- At' the ..present time, bepact of equal rights for
to women's rights,and the labor legislation is a partic- tionally been unwilling to sides the fact that an allwomen. The ERA would
passage of a Constitutional ularly good example in this interfere in on-going mar- volunteer army, with the
clearly enhance women's
amendment would be ex-' regard.
Laws
limiting
riages, so that it would still
consequentabolition of the
chances for equal protecpected to produce the sig- hours, lifting of weights, be left up to each individual
mandatory draft,is
being
tion under the law.
nificant psychological ef- and night work have been family to.allocate financial, engineered, . women who
A major stumbling block
teet needed to raise peo- hard-won gains in the field. responsibility. Yet, married' may serve on a volunteer
in the struggle to ratify the pie's consciousness. The However, such laws have women, would have the 'basis are subject to more
ERA has been the strong
resounding
margins by also become a much more freedom
to engage ,nstringent
eligibility
stanemotional sentiment that which both houses of Con- subtle' source of exploita- business if they should so dards than are men. Also,
has unfortunately been as- gress approved the ERA in tion in order to restrict both choose, and to manage women who do serve are
sociated with its passage. the first place was animearnings and opportunities their property lndepend- deprived of their full right
The basic principle on 'portant indication that the of women under, the guise ently from their husband's.· to Veterans' Benefits (such
which the amendment rests ERA is a much desired and of "protection,"
'As
for alimony, the lrn- as education, medicare,
is that sex should not be a much needed addition to
The ERA would insure pact of the ERA would be home loans, and life insurfactor in determining the our Constitution.
that restrictive work laws to insure payment to that ance policies) on an equal
legal rights .of men OR
tor women or I
partner, man or woman, -, basis as men, and this situ- ..
women. This principle has
One thing on which both
or women on y" would be who lacked sufficient prop- ation would be corrected.
dl
b
proponents and opponents unconstitutional.
Protec,
been badl y tstorted y op- of the ERA agree is that the tive labor laws which actu- erty or funds to provide for
IF women were drafted
ponents of the ERA so that amendment will make many ally do provide optimal' reasonable needs and who (and that is still an uncer.lt has become wrongly
was unable to support tain possibility)
women'
associated . with a pro- changes in Federal and working conditions (such himself I herself through
would still be assigned to
abortion, radical women's State law, even though its as 'minimum wage, rest employment.
positions on the basis of
liberation movement.
exact effects are still being period and lunch period,
Also regarding divorce their tested ability and
The Anti-ERA groups
argued. It is patently ab- laws) would be extended to settlements, child custody qualifications just as men
base their arguments on surd, however, to believe, include both men and" would be decided on the now are, so that a fear of
the "right" of every woman (as anti-ERA.groups would women.
basis of which parent was combat duty is not a viable
to be placed on a pedestal, have us believe) that pasMost importantly, in the better qualified to have argument against the ERA;
sage of the ERA would re- area of employment, the·
t d
f th
hlld
t o be tlre d t 0 th e home, t 0 suit
in such things as the
cus 0 y 0
,e c I ren,
' Women,must be willing,
be ths weaker sex. It is ell lnatl
f
t tol criteria for selection would striking down any laws .to accept the equal responIon 0 separa e 01- be each individual's capa- g. ·ng
t
t'
prefer
clear that not every woman ',mina llltl
oma
-. sibilities that accrue with
lies, or 'fIn orced city to perform a particular e IVI
c t au
lther
theIC
moth
desires such. a posltlon ln Iet f aCI
bit t'
b t
th
n e 0 el
er or equal protection and equal
life, and the ERA would 'co ha I a Ion e ween
e job, so that women as a the father,
' ht
merely assure every woman sexes in public institutions. class would no longer be
Other examples of signifrig s.
the right to be treated as an An individual's Constitu- prohibited from, nor. re- Icant changes would inIt is important that all
individual with the freedom tional right to privacy stricted to, particular occu- elude putting on the same women actively support the
to choose her place in soci- would
in no way. be pations.
basis as a man's awoman's
ERA, We have seven years
ety, without being automat- impaired.
In the area of family law, access to credit; equaliza- to get it passed. It shouldn't
Ically classified on the
The fears that an adop-' .the arguments are raised tion of Social Security ben- take that long to pass, but
basis of sex.
tion of the ERA would nul- that the ERA would weaken efits; and the prohibition
if it must, it is only because
The entire history of sex lify laws that presently pro- men's "obligation" to sup- of public institutions from sex discrimination
is so
discrimination._S. ...is rooted In tect women are totally un- ..p.ortthe f~mlly"and. there- requiring higher admission,' firmly entrenched.
..,
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law and the Aged
[Continued from Page 1)'
smaller legal counseling guidelines in counseling
The struggle to preserve projects, like 'the Old Age any client: listen to the ellthis independence is at the project of the Community ent as a person; look at his
core of many legal as well Legal Clinic at the National total situation, not just, his
as social issues for the Law Center, offer valuable "legal:' problem; be a good
elderly - property manage- legal services on' a local lawyer; know yourself and
rnent, incompetency, com- level utilizing law students, your own biases; inform
mitment to nursing homes, retired professionals and your client of all his rights
or mental institutions, con- paraprofessionals.
and options.
trol over medical treatment,
Repeatedly stressed was
patients' rights within nurs- the need for more paraproMoreover, with elderly
ing homes, age discrimina- tesstonals, lay advocates clients they placed a spection in employment, etc., and retired professionals to ial emphasis on (1) being
all areas where traditionally expand the reach of serv- aware of special handicaps
a certain
paternalism
ices to the elderly. An oft- of the elderly in terms of
usurping an older person's repeated suggestion for lm- lack of mobility, and of
decision-maki.nlilP?wer.s
proving the quality and physlcal resources such as
has governed society s attl- scope of professional serv- hearing or total mental
tudes and practices.
ices is the use ofreferral to clarity more common aAddressing the particular and work with psychia- mong older persons (2)'
subject
of overuse of trists, social workers and being aware of age discrimnursing homes and mental psychologists. Also, the ination in various adminihospitals for older persons; elderly, like the rest of the strative policies, laws and
one expert aptly noted 'population, suffer from the customs; being alert to
.soclety's "irresistible im- overall inefficiencies of the -help older persons to
pulse to incarcerate." A legal system and would of recognize and overcome
better prescription, most course benefit from its such discrimination where
participants in the confer- overall improvement.
possible and (3) being inence on law and the aging
Finally, those with exper- volved in the community
agreed, is society's facili- lence in legal counseling of and informed as to issues
tation of independence, the elderly offered valuable concerning aged persons.
involvement, and awareness of rights on the part of .:
the older person.
The legal system, lawyers, legal thinkers and law
students fit into the picture
in several ways. The need
for legal services for older
persons is there, as demonstrated by certain national
groups' doing both legal.
counseling and legal research. These include the
National Senior Citizens
Law Center, and an OEO
back-up center, Legal Hesearch and Services for the
.',Elderly. .More9ver,. many

CLSOlcJ.··.Ageproiectl
.... The Old Age Project of the Community Legal Clinic
here.at the National Law Center offers law students
, the opportunity to do one-to-one legal' counseling
with older persons in, the D.C. area; as well as to.
participate in in-depth research into issues concerning the elderly.
,
Legal counseling 'service presently Is done at .
Barney Neighborhood House, 311816th Street, N.W.,
and covers such problems as social security, pensions, medicaid and medicare, consumer, landlordtenant, .wills and income tax.
'
In-depth research has covered such areas so far as
public housing for the elderly and regulation of foster
. care homes. Other issues will be undertaken as the
project continues.
.
Students interested ill participating in the summer
,.may enroll for two or three credits in law 579 after
speaking with Eric Sirulnik, director of the Community Legal·' Clinic or· Georgia Springer, project
coordinator;
/.

SUMMEREMPLO~ENT

Advertising Managers
and Representatives needed
. in Washington and in
ten other cities. with a student.
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Haircuts not necessary.
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Symposium on International
(Continued from Page 31' , . body. Apologetically, and
reader with the complexity regrettably, the Journal is
of everyday transactions in forced to charge a nominal
the areas of international amount; under its present
tax law and business
budget, it 'is impossible to
planning.
distribute copies without
Peter Connell's article on charge. A table will be set
his experiences in the up in Stockton, and any
Treasury Department, on student not able to get a,
the other hand, puts con- copy there is invited to
siderable emphasis on the come to the Journal offices
human factor as being ce- in Harlan-Brewer House..
terminative of a worthwhile The available copies will be
experience in international distributed on a first-come,
'law for the young attorney. first-served basis.
Mr. Connell credits his
The Spring issue, schedenjoyment of his work at uled to come out in May,
Treasury with the willingwill feature a Symposium
ness of his colleagues and on International Antitrust
'superiors to share respon- Law. It will contain articles
sibility and accept the by Wilbur Fugate, head of
counsel of young lawyers. the Foreign Commerce
Because this issue is of Section of the Antitrust
considerable interest to law Division of the Department
students the Journal is of Justice writing on Antimaking cJ. number of copies trust Enforcement and mulavailable to the student tinational
corporations,

Mark R. Joelson of Arent,
Fox, Kintner, Plotkin &
Kahn writing on International Technology Transfers and U.S. Antitrust
Law, A. Paul Victor of the
New York firm of Weil,
Gotshal & Manges writing
on extraterritoriality
and
the antitrust laws, Howard
Adler, Jr., and Murray J.
Belman of Bergson, Borkland; Margolis & Adler
writing on anti-merger enforcement outside the U.S.,.

Law Practice
and economist Robert E.
Smith of the University of
Oregon writing on international cartels and their effects on business.
The issue promises to be
a very good one and has
already attracted four more
articles on international
antitrust issues that are
scheduled for publication
in the Fall as Part II of the'
Symposium.
The Journal is a growing
organization and with this

year's two issues, is estabIishing itself as a highly respected publication in the
field of international law.
Membership on the staff is
voluntary and open, while
the selection of the Board
of Editors is competitive
among the staff members.
•
I have no politics.
I am a liberal.
~OscarWUde

Watergate
. [Continued from Page

4J

ises of family income and
early parole must have
seemed empty,
. Things brewed for a
while, and the issue began
to swell, but nothing was
moving. Everyone had their
own ideas of who was involved, and how extensive
this campaign of political
espionage really was. But it
. wasn't until James McCord
came out of his silence that
the lid blew off the can.
Now you look around'
and everyone is trying to
. bailout before it is too late.·
Jeb Magruder, a former
presidential assistant, feel';
ing the heat of the political
inferno, has allegedly im1 plicated John MitcheJl and
John Dean in the bugging·
decision. Assuming he told'
the same story to the Grand
Jury as he is reported to
have told federal prosecutors last week, he is in
jeopardy of a perjury conviction, since he denied in.volvernent when asked at
the trial of McCord et al.
Mitchell, with the indifferent and calloused attitude which so infuriated
the public during his term
in office, has changed his
story. Before, he said he
didn't know anything about
it. Now he says that he
knew about the plans, but
turned them down.
It was pointed out to this
columnist by a former
newspaper reporter who
has closely watched the
situation that John Mitchell
knows he is in serious
trouble, and it can be seen
by his marked loss of
weight and his Willingness

to go to the press to tell his
story, where before that
would have been the last
thing he would have done.
John Dean,'the Presldent's counsel, has also
prepared himself' for the
crash by issuing press releases that are hostile and
without the ,President's
authorization. While the
President originally backed '
Dean, after last week's developments Dean' has received cold responses by
Ron Ziegler in White House
press conferences. Dean
apparently sees himself as
the potential Administration "stuckee" and has indicated that if he goes, so
does everyone else.
The question remains
whether this scandal has
bottomed out or not. If it
goes any deeper, this
country will be thrown into.
a constitutional crisis. The
breadth of the scandal has
already begun to take definition, with the evidence
of political campaign sabotage and campus surveillance..
It is almost incredible
that a political party in
such a secure position
would go to the excesses
that they did to insLire vlc-.
tory. Hopefully, the Democrats can provide some
sound leadership in the tu-,
ture so that the Republican
party will be politically disgraced and removed from
office for their misdeeds.
As for the individuals
involved -- the chips
should fall where they may.
It is hoped. that a person
like Judge Sirica is' again
there to take the public
call.
.
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BAR REVIEW INSTITUTE

(202) 833·3080
1346 Connecticut Ave .• Suite 320, WaShington, D.C.

COURSE LOCATION
Georgetown University
Law Center, 600 New
Jersey Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

VETERANS' BENEI7ITS
All of our classes are
approved for Veteran's
Benefits.

Top flight faculty who. are bar examination professionals - eachcompletely
knowledgeable in the particular subject as required for that bar examination.

'"
'"
'"

SRI is the nation's rnultistate expert.
Comprehensivebut concise outline materials,
Directed testingthe nation's most sophisticated testing program reinforce strengths and expose weaknessesin time for remedy.

to

An overwhelming majority students take SRI - there must bea reason.

S VIRGINIAMay 19 through June 24; classesmeet weekdays from 6:00·9:30
C . Saturday
H
and Sundays from 9:00 a.m. ·12:30 p.m,
E

p.rn. and

D

MARYLANDJune 9 through July 24; classesmeet weekdays from 6:00· 9:30 p.rn, and
Saturday from 9:00 a.m.• 12:30 p.rn. or 2:00 • 5:30 p.rn,

E

WASHINGTON, D. C. - .
June 9 through July 24; classesmeet weekdays from 1:00 - 4:30 p.m, or 6:00
·9:30 p.m. and Saturday from 9:00 a.rn.> 12:30 p.m. or 2:00·5:30 p.rn,

E

,
SRI courses also offered in:
ARIZONA.
COLORADO.
CONNECTICUT.
• NEW YORK. PENNSYLVANIA.
TEXAS.

DELAWARE
WISCONSIN.

• ILLINOIS • MISSOURI
MULTI·STATE.

